
Communication Agency



About us
21 Grammi was born in 2009.
It deals with integrated communication and strategic 
marketing with a full view of everything relating to 
the design implementation and promotion of events 
and campaigns.

The actions of 21 Grammi are based on an incon-
trovertible fact. Today communication is not limited 
only on the action of information: it means to share 
emotion and feelings with users consciously .
The projects designed take account of all that. 
 

The distinguishing features of 21 Grammi are 
dynamism, passion, skill, curiosity, qualities, speed, 
processing, reliability, execution, characteristics 
that have led to the production of a lot of events in 
collaboration of many Italian Institutions.

21 GrAmmI hAs CreATed The BrAnd UrBAn ConTesT. 

Urban Contest is a container inside which are made cultural and entertainment projects with an attentive and present eye, afterwards become an element of a 
real community where the followers share interests and life style.

Today Urban Contest is also a  free online magazine about Arts, Culture, Lifestyle & news.



services

- Public Affairs                                    
- marketing
- Advertising
- media planning and buying

- event design & Production
- Public relations
- Press office & media relations

- Content creation                                     
- social media strategy
- social media marketing
- Community management  



Portfolio



online magazine about Arts, Culture, Lifestyle & news.
www.urbancontest.com

UrBAn ConTesT
mAGAZIne

http://www.urbancontest.com


Urban Breath Project-Take one is one of the winner 
projects of the proclamation of rome Creative 
2014, the laboratory of ideas that the department 
of culture, Creativity and Artistic Promotion-Culture 
department of rome Capitale has promoted a series 
of initiatives to develop urban regeneration through 
art and cultural activities. 
The project was born to develop profitable synergies 
between the social context and artistic message 
with an innovative entrepreneurial approach.
21 Grammi was commissioned to treat and ménage 
the activities related to street-art.
Gomez, Ironmould,  solo, diamond, daniele Tozzi 
are some of important “ street Artists” who have 
been given to, the task to design again the remnants 
of the city. The project, unique in its gender, saw 
four metro stations involved all of them at the same 
time, within IV Town hall: santa maria del soccorso, 
rebibbia, monti Tiburtini, Ponte mammolo.
The project was made possible thanks to the 
partnership with Atac spa which made available 
the stations where the works were carried out.
during the two days in the Lanificio Factory, Urban 
Breath Project also claimed an event of contemporary 
art, “Toys#unbacinoperahmed” a fundraising 
campaign, sending some toys Art to people of 
culture and show, who should have given them at 
their pleasure, and later sold in a charity auction.  

UrBAn BreATh ProJeCT



red(on)o is the campaign to raise awareness for 
blood donation required by the ministry of health 
and national Blood Center, the entity responsible to 
coordinate the blood system in our country.
21 Grammi has made a viral campaign designed 
to youth based on the spot “ give your blood power.
Light the red(on)o”. The protagonist of the video, 
born by an idea of the artist Fra.Biancoshock,
represents a donor type who marks with red paint 
(simulation of blood given) the people meeting
during his path. They don’t take offence but maintain 
an attitude of gratitude demonstrating a renewed 
energy (donation received).
The spot has been projected in 260 halls of the
national circuit The sPACe CInemA (may 2014). 
 
WATCh The VIdeo
  

Cns CAmPAIGn redono

http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3D-xAAtidW_n0


Biodpi, diamond, Bifido, and stencil noir, four street 
artists active at international level, have been chosen 
to promote culture Jazz in the Capital with the aim to 
create a great “street-Art-event” on the occasion of 
rome Jazz Festival 2013.
An initiative, for its kind and size without precedent 
in rome, has been possible thanks to cooperation 
between ImF Foundation and 21 Grammi.
The aim was to lay emphasis on the strong relationship 
between urban culture and roots of jazz: to emphasize
the vital need for everyone to increase the value of 
artist’s music. each artist after receiving “a thematic 
input” has had available a wall where he created his 
work. The walls chosen have been the metro stations: 
Pietralata, monti Tiburtini, s. maria del soccorso 
and the wall of Via Fra Albenzio.

sPeeCh rome 

JAZZ FesTIVAL



“I am Anna magnani” is the street artist Biodpi’s 
exhibition (born Fabio della ratta) produced in 
2013, 40 years later great actress’ death.
It is a tribute to the symbol of Italian neorealism, 
undisputed icon of the after war cinema, to her 
artistic her path,  biography, events and myth.
The exhibition, produced together with 21 Grammi
and Lanificio Factory has been supported by 
regione Lazio department of cultural Policies of 
rome Capitale, rome Libraries and Town hall V.
Through stencil, decollage, posters and scratches, 
the artist has reinterpreted magnani’s myth updating
iconography and make it enjoyable to a young 
public.
The exhibition has presented, in a virtual red carpet, 
an installation of painted cardboard boxes, leading 
the visitors in a metaphysical space where streets, 
suburbs and glimpses taken from planes sequences 
of her most famous films, mixed with images of 
rome today, are emerged.
The exhibition “I am Anna magnani” has had 
two other appointments always in 2013: Ga-
eta in the Art Gallery of modern and Con-
temporary Art and cinema house in rome. 
 
www.iamannamagnani.it

I Am AnnA mAGnAnI

http://www.iamannamagnani.it


Veterinary surgeons without Borders.
21 Grammi has planed and organized, for account 
of VsF Italy in partnership with International VsF, an 
european context among artists on the occasion of 
the“ “Peasant struggles day”  
The goal of the initiative was to disseminate for the 
general public, through the message of the street art, 
the engagement of the world community to promote 
agricultural development in the third world countries.
each group formed by 10 artists has been kept busy 
in a very popular area of all the cities participating 
in the initiative.
The cities par ticipating in the project are: 
rome, piazza sant’egidio
Francia: Lione, Place des Terreux
Belgio: Bruxelles, Grasmarkt
Czech republic: Liberec, Zoo

The Jury:
meres one-street artist, new York.
Georgia Bava - Casa d’Aste “minerva Auctions” 
(contemporary and modern Art).
odile Aiottouares - Art Gallery holder, Paris.

The winner of the public award was manuela Galati, 
her work “ acrylic acrylic enamels, 4 varieties of rice 
and love!”.

VsF ITALIA 
VeTerInArI senZA FronTIere 



Urban Contest Clip Art is a format on the street art 
through the voice and images of its protagonists. It is 
the Urban Contest in video.
It can be noticed technique, message, selected 
subjects, transmission of the art and going on also 
portrait of life and experiences where the street 
artists tell their visions, the meanings and creative 
urgency put in their works.
Urban Contest is a real micro documentary where 
the artists get dirty their hands using the tools of their 
works, colours, materials and the shapes characte-
rizing their style.
The pilot episode has been dedicated to Fabio 
della ratta aka BiodPi, street art coming from 
Caserta expert in the stencil technique. BiodPi shows 
his art in front of the cameras turning his thought to 
the themes and crucial issues relating street art.
Among those ones the research and use of walls 
where to create, the relationship between the 
customers and freedom of expression, the relation 
between street art and legality. BiodPi focuses on 
the ability to convey messages quickly and serially 
through that mean especially in big urban centers, so 
as on the experience of Urban contest; the physical, 
funny and interesting meeting, with the other artists, 
the common breath and the desire to express and tell 
their own art.
Pilot episode: BiodPi
Gabriele Bondanini and rocco schiavone’s idea
direction Gianluca durante
Texts by Ivana Antonica.

WATCh The VIdeo

UrBAn ConTesT CLIP ArT

http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DfkxAie5xUeQ


In november 2012 rai commissioned 21 Grammi 
for organizing a contest among 10 artists to realize  
an artistic free interpretation of the logo of the 
channels Webradio  logo channels of rai. In that 
way the street art went, for the first time, in the 
historical rome headquarter of radio rai via Asiago.
The jury, headed by the artistic director of the 
channels, roberto Quintini, has chosen the panel 
created by the roman writer Francesco smeraldi, 
better known as “Interno 13”.
his work is characterized by a big coloured stencil, 
portraying a modern deejay making music, using two 
ancient gramophones horn. The panels were realized 
also by BiodPi, Alessandra Pic, Ironmould, Lucangelo, 
mirko Pierri, Korvo, saqdo, solo, B., Teddy Killer. 
Their works have been exposed, on the occasion of 
musical broadcast “Via Asiago Live”, at sala A of 
the Centro rai Via Asiago.

WeB rAdIo rAI ConTesT 



A major international exhibition dedicated to street 
art took place in rome in october and november 
2012. The original exhibition curated by 21 Grammi
saw the presence of more than 50 works, some of 
them of large size, carried out by Italian and foreigner 
young artists. The exhibition counted more than 
5.000 presences. 
BiodPi, with an ironic revisitation of the “Gioconda”, 
was one of the many artists involved, followed by the 
russian couple Zuck with a metaphor between 
european economic crisis and the fall of roman 
empire.
The exhibition was also the opportunity to proclaim 
the winner of Urban Contest event officially. The first 
award was assigned , by 21 Grammi, to the work 
“The little girl and the Bear” created by Teddy Killer, a 
young artist born in Peru but always living in rome: 
his work shows a stylized image of a little girl 
caressing a gigantic bear, in shades of red and blue 
with a large inscription “one LoVe”.

UrBAn ConTesT GALLerY 



Urban Contest san Lorenzo took place in rome from 
June 1st to August 10th 2012.
It saw live performances of 60 artists coming from 
Italy, spain, and russian Federation, realizing 
a total of 160 works. 400.000 people saw their 
works realized live on panels osB, using different 
materials and the most modern painting techniques: 
spry, acrylic paint, oil, raw earth, cardboard, gesso, 
natural colours, marker pens, collage, stencil, poster, 
airbrushing and others…

UrBAn ConTesT
sAn LorenZo



Urban Act is an Understanding Protocol open to
citizens, Institutions and private citizens. It aims to
increase the value of the artistic potential contained 
in the graffiti and to contribute to the redevelopment 
of degraded areas in rome. Walls where to paint 
freely and legally but also showcases at disposal for 
three months for individual themed projects. It has 
been an initiative that has promoted the use of the 
spaces authorized by graffiti artists. The project has 
aimed to increase the quality of artistic production 
in rome giving writers special spaces where it 
is possible to programme, realize and show their
technical and creative talent.
That project arose from the initial of Urban Act on 
october 21st 2010, becoming operative with the
resolution 166 of July 2012.
The signatories are 21 Grammi, rome Capital,
Association Walls.
 
www.urbanact.it

UrBAn ACT 

URBAN
ACT

URBAN
ACT

URBAN
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URBAN
ACT

http://www.urbanact.it


The first “Urban Contest” took place in rome in 
one of the most important archeological area in 
the world, “Circo massimo” from August 22nd to 
August 24th more than 40.000 people flocked the 
square.
The event was organized in collaboration with 
rome Capitale, as first act of the pact “UrBAn 
ConTesT”, (www.urbanact.it) of which 21 Gram-
mi is signatory; free and legal spaces for writers in 
the city of rome. 21 Grammi has also taken care 
of the round- table “Legal is Better” on the theme of 
distinction between Art and Vandalism. 
 
Urban Contest Circo massimo has been sponsored by: 
- The President of the Council of minister
- President of the Council of minister committee 
  150 Unity of Italy
- minister of Internal Affairs
- minister of youth- rome Capitale- regione Lazio 
 
WATCh The VIdeo

UrBAn ConTesT
CIrCo mAssImo

http://www.urbanact.it
http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3Dz07HdPhJfDo


After the fall of Berlin wall on 9th november
1989 the world assists to an escalation of conflicts
called “new wars” begot by the lack of a strong 
international bipolar politics.

- All that happens particularly, in those areas that the 
new globalized world has made them strategic and 
capable to condition the economic set up in virtue of 
their huge natural wealth (oil, gold, gas…).

- The social desegregation the loss of dignity, deva-
station, civil and social death are the result of those 
wars; what remains when the grip of the war works 
loose (si allenta), when bombs stop falling and the 
cameras off.

- red Zones far off thousands of kilometres having a 
common denominator where thousands of men
women and children live in inhuman conditions.

WorK oBJeCTIVes
- To come back to those places where to the heavy
artillery of the big battles are followed infighting, 
fought with the despair of those who have lost 
everything.

- our aim is to point our cameras on the “War effects”.
To go to the territories shot by the war and to film 
them.

- The reality that the civil people live to day.

WAr eFFeCTs



- The international network aid.
 
- our armed forces engagement (task)

The laic and religious world, almost always, made 
up by volunteers working in compliance with a great 
universal value, the “Christian Charity” often the only 
reference point for those who need help.

- “War effects” is a sequence of documentaries going 
on 52 each episode. english language, subtitled:
 
- “W.e.” tells through images, sounds and words, 
those strategic territories whose destiny is of general 
interest.
  
- “War effects” is a vertical story that maintains a 
horizontal strong line: the human Being: in Kosovo, 
Chechnya, Israel, Palestine, Afghanistan, Lebanon, 
syria-Jordan, Iraq, south sudan, Congo.

- “W.e.” isn’t an inquiry of “journalism assault”.

- “WAr effects” doesn’t prosecute offenders and 
“the why”.

- “War effects” makes a picture of the reality lived 
in the moment through the witness living every day 
desperation, hate and war.

- We would like to switch the cameras, at least for 
one time, on those places and people forbidden.

WATCh The VIdeo

http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DGnQqJ-TSvWM


CLIenT LIsT
& PArTner



Contact

21 Grammi srls
Via Vittoria Colonna 40, 00193 roma
P.iva 13377151009 
www.21grammi.com
21grammisrls@pec.it 

rocco schiavone 
Communications & media relations manager 
+39.3406650679 
r.schiavone@21grammi.com

http://www.2grammi.com
mailto:21grammisrls%40pec.it%20?subject=
mailto:r.schiavone%4021grammi.com?subject=

